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Nina-Maria Wanek

Byzantine ‘Polyphony’ in Bessarion’s Time1

Introduction
Byzantine liturgical chant and polyphony are generally regarded as a paradoxon: 
until today, the chant practised in Greek-Orthodox churches is monophonic in 
its outline, due to historical, theological and practical reasons. Already Ioannes 
Chrysostomos (344/349-407) explained what should become the central idea of 
Orthodoxy, namely that the human singing is in imitation of the heavenly chant 
of the angels: 

On high, the angelic choirs sing glory to the Lord; on earth, through their example, 
men sing in church the same canticle in choirs. In heaven, the seraphim sing aloud their 
thrice-holy hymn; on earth, the same canticle resounds from the mouth of the assembled 
congregation. !us heaven and earth unite in festive celebration of thanksgiving, of praise 
[…]2.

A more practical approach is suggested by Cavarnos [1998, 25-26], who states: 

A single line of melody makes it easy for the congregation to follow the meaning of the 
text of the hymns chanted. "en the melody is in several parts, it tends to suppress 
the meaning. In addition, it introduces a secular quality into the chant, an element of 
ostentation and lightness. Traditional, one-part chant is, by contrast, characterized by 
humility and solemnity, qualities which are of the very essence of Orthodox spirituality.

Similarly, Conomos explained in a lecture [1997, online]: 

My preference for monophony […] is more practical than it is aesthetic. It’s usually easy 
to sing, easy to learn, and easy to remember. !e chanters can readily match their note to 
the celebrant’s. !is style of music is ideal for congregational singing. Polyphonic music, 
on the other hand, is by its very nature more complex, denser, and more di#cult. In order 
for it to be done well – both musically and liturgically—one has to concentrate. !e music 
demands a lot of attention – attention that could better be given elsewhere during a divine 
service.

1. %e paper is part of the research project P 27115 Cultural Transfer of Music between Byzantium and the West, 
funded by the Austrian Science Fund (FWF).

2. See his homily In Oziam seu de Seraphinis, in PG 56, 97, cited after C. Kucharek 1971, 583.
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!e ‘horizontal’ notational system of Byzantine chant itself [Conomos 1997, 
online] would make it di#cult if not outright impossible to write down 
more than one melodic line. Nevertheless, primarily during the $fteenth 
century seemingly ‘double melodies’ start to appear in a handful of Byzantine 
manuscripts (e.g. GR-An 24013 is a key source). Gheorghi%& rightly explains 
[2018, 304-305]:

[…] the[se] polyphonic works […] require that the impenetrable image of the Byzantine 
monodic universe (which has become something of a common law among the majority 
of specialists and, especially, practitioners) should su'er adjustments and, at times, 
reformulations. In an extremely conservative world, dominated by horizontality, the 
survival of this archaic polyphonic repertoire is all the more valuable, as it might 
constitute the missing link between the tradition of the Medieval Byzantine chant and 
of the polyphonic traditions of Venetian Crete or of the Greek-speaking Mediterranean 
archipelago.

Two composers of the $fteenth century were to become quite ‘famous’ for 
their use of a discantus technique, with which they tried to achieve a kind of 
‘polyphonic’ texture for their music: Ioannes Plousiadenos (ca. 1429-1500) 
and Manouel Gazes (early $fteenth century), who had both come in more or 
less close contact with Western music. Plousiadenos because he was Cretan by 
birth, then studied music in Constantinople and became a pupil of Manouel 
Chrysaphes ((. ca. 1440-1463) on his return to his native island. He spent the 
years between 1472 and ca. 1492/1498 mostly in Venice, where he – due to his 
philocatholic attitude – became friends with Cardinal Bessarion (1399/1408-
1472). It goes without saying that Plousiadenos, himself a proli$c composer, 
must have acquired an intimate knowledge of Western liturgical music during 
his long stay in Italy [Bamichas 2014; Conomos 1982, 2-3; Touliatos 1998, 79-91; 
Gheorghi%& 2018, 336-339].
Much less is known about Gazes’ life. He served as lampadarios (i.e. leader of the 
left-hand choir) at the Hagia Sophia in Constantinople. He seems to have come 
to know Western music through his connections with Leonardo )) Tocco (ca. 
1375/1376-1418/1419), count palatine of a.o. the island of Lefkada (then Santa 
Maura) [Trapp 1994, 29008], who – according to the manuscripts GR-Ll 244 
(fol. 189r4) and GR-Elassona (Olympiotissa) 204 (fol. 148r) – commissioned 
Gazes to write a doxology for him. Furthermore, Gazes’ two compositions of 
the Pisteuo (Credo) in the codices GR-AOml * 162 (fol. 339v) and F-Pn sup. gr. 
1171 (fol. 51v), a chant that was usually not set to music in the East, could also be 

3. See the online scans of the manuscript under the following link: https://digitalcollections.nlg.gr/nlg-repo/dl/
el/browse/3437.

4. Here we also 2nd the hint, that Gazes came to Crete: !"#$%& [i.e. doxologia] "%' ()"%' (*+,- ./+0& .& 1$2"3 
.4(//5678+9 6($:()"%' %;"5- 4(7 <=//#"%, >=8(- "? @//%.

taken as proof of his knowledge of Western style music [Kritikou 2012, 211 and 
2011, 168-173]. Gazes also worked as an apprentice to bishop Markos of Corinth 
(second half $fteenth century) as attested by the manuscript ET-MSsc 1566 (fol. 
80v) [Kritikou 2011, 171] and $nally (ed to Crete, where he died at an unknown 
date [Adamis 1972, 738-739; Conomos 1982, 9-10; Giannopoulos 2004, 61-64, 
78, 537; Gheorghi%& 2018, 334-335]. 

Articles
!e topic of Byzantine polyphony has so far remained a marginal one in 
Byzantine musicology: !ere are basically $ve articles dealing with Byzantine 
polyphonic chants of the fourteenth/$fteenth centuries, which constitutes the 
period of interest for the present article, as it covers the lifetime of Cardinal 
Bessarion:
– It was actually Gregorios Stathes, who was the $rst one to discover the double 

melodies in the manuscript GR-AOdo 315 (late sixteenth/early seventeenth 
centuries) in 1970. He recounted these $ndings in an article in 2011, where 
he also provides a detailed list of chants, which are assumed to have double 
melodies together with facsimile scans of selected examples.

– Michalis Adamis wrote an article in in 1972 (which appeared in Greek in 
1986), where he presents an analysis plus a transcription of the koinonikon 
!"#$%&$ &'# ()*+,# by Manouel Gazes, taken from the manuscript GR-An 
2401 (mid-$fteenth century, fol. 328r-v). In 1993, Adamis returned to the 
subject of Byzantine polyphony to give an answer to Conomos’ article from 
1982 (see below).

– In 1982 and 2003 Dimitri Conomos dedicated two basically identical 
articles to the above mentioned !"#$%&$ &'# ()*+,# by Manouel Gazes and 
a second !"#$%&$ by the same composer (GR-An 2401, fol. 216v), as well as 
to two compositions by Ioannes Plousiadenos: !"#$%&$ &'# ()*+,# and the 
communion antiphon for Pentecost - ./*0123 456, both in GR-AOdo 315 
(fol. 67r, fol. 66v-67r).

– In 2018 Nicolae Gheorghi%& devoted a comprehensive introductory article 
to the study of Byzantine polyphony, where he provides a short historical 
overview of Byzantium and the Latin West from the fourth until the $fteenth 
century, a survey of Western (liturgical and secular) music in Crete, as well 
as transcriptions and analyses of Manouel Gazes’ !"#$%&$ &'# ()*+,# in GR-
An 904 (fourteenth/$fteenth centuries, fol. 241v-242r) and GR-An 2401 (fol. 
216v, fol. 328r-v), 7 89:50&,3 ;)9+3 &<# =$*,>?@5 also by Gazes in GR-An 
2401 (fol. 30v), Plousiadenos’ settings of !"#$%&$ &'# ()*+,# and - ./*0123 
456 in GR-AOdo 315, Nikolaos Protopsaltes’ (before 1453) ABC ?DE&$&0+ 
1DF05,3 in GR-An 2401 (fol. 329r), as well as compositions by Hieronymos 
Tragoudistes and some later pieces from the eighteenth century.
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Clari!cation of terms
However, when researching the phenomenon of double melodies in Byzantine 
chant, one comes across a variety of confusing terminology and con(icting 
information, which chants really constitute double melodies and which not. 
Especially Touliatos [2010] quite liberally classi$es chants as having ‘diploun 
melos’ (i.e. a double melody) in her catalogue. It is revealing in itself that Stathes 
asks in his article [2001, 659] why Adamis only showed one example from GR-
An 2401 – a manuscripts which is supposedly rich in double melodies. Stathes 
assumes that because of the faded red ink the additional neumes in some chants 
might have been overlooked. However, it seems more appropriate to suspect 
that Adamis only discussed the one example he was really sure presented a 
‘double melos’. 
!e chants in GR-An 2401, which Touliatos [2010, 314-334] claims to have a 
double melody, can be divided into the following three groups:

a) !"# $%&'()*+, (eis diplasmon)
!e rubric before the incipit of Psalm 1 (G01D*+,3 8#H*/Blessed is the man) in 
GR-An 2401, fol. 58v-59r instructs the singers that the other domestikos of the 
second choir should start the psalm in a higher voice ‘eis diplasmon’ ([…] &'# 
I&$*,# B,569&+1,# &,J B$>&6*,> =,*,J, 10K L*=$&0+ &' 501D*+,3 8#H*, M$M,#/&6*0 
&N# ;/#N# $"3 B+EF095O#). For the following $rst verse of the psalm (M01D*+,3 
8#P*, Q3 ,R1 4E,*$STC 4# ?,>FU 89$?<#, 8FFCF,)V0) the scribe writes: G$F6&C $"3 
&'# W9/ B+EF095O# (i.e. Study in the eso diplasmon). "at does ‘eis diplasmon’ 
mean? Touliatos writes in her catalogue [2010, 317] that «More importantly is the 
rubric ‘$"3 B+EF095O#’ that refers to the double melodies distinguished by red and 
black». However, as can be seen in Figure 1, p. 78, there is no double melody here.
Looking at manuscripts from the late fourteenth century onwards it becomes 
apparent that the term ‘eis diplasmon’ appears fairly frequently and most often 
in the rubrics to Psalm 1: E.g. in GR-An 899, fol. 46r (ca. 1390-1410) the same 
instruction is given as in Figure 1: «[…] 10K L*=$&0+ X B$S&$*,3 B,5Y9&+1,3 &,J 
B$>&Y*,> =,*,J &Z ‘G01[*+,3 8#N*’ $"3 B+EF095Z#\ ]=,3 EF. B^\ […] 5$FY&C $"3 
&'# W9/ B+EF095Z#»; similarly also in A-Wn !eol. gr. 185, fol. 9r (ca. 1400)5: 
«[…] _9>=:&$*0 ;/#N 10K $"3 B+EF095'# W9/». !ere are also instances for 
other chants such as e.g. the Polyeleos (Psalms 134-136) in ET-MSsc 1312, fol. 
7r ($rst half $fteenth century): «- B,5Y9&+1,3 &,J E*`&,> =,*,J, 8Ea Wb/ $"3 
B+EF095Z#».6

5. %is manuscript is available online: 
http://digital.onb.ac.at/RepViewer/viewer.faces?doc=DTL_4101587&order=1&view=SINGLE.

6. See the online scans of the manuscript under the following link: 
www.loc.gov/resource/amedmonastery.00271076186-ms/?sp=9&r=0.38,0.2,0.547,0.246,0.

Figure 1. 
Psalm 1 (3456789: 4;<7), fourth plagal mode
GR-An 2401, fol. 58v-59r 
(© NATIONAL LIBRARY OF GREECE)
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!e term ‘eis diplasmon’ does not point to a double melody, but rather refers to 
the octave sung above (‘exo’) or below (‘eso’). Already Gabriel Hieromonachos’ 
use of the term diplasmos is translated as octave [Hannick and Wolfram 1985, 
50, 62, 64, 84]. Balageorgos too explains in his article [2000, 258]7 that in such 
an instance, the domestikos (i.e. the leader of the right-hand choir) is required 
$rst to sing the incipit of a given psalm in order to let the choir know the melos 
of the chant, which then follows – in the case of psalm 1 – an octave lower with 
the $rst psalm-verse. Even if the term was meant to denote that there were 
two voices required, it did not refer to two simultaneous voices but rather that 
the melodies were sung one after another an octave apart, as is con$rmed by 
Spyrakou’s article [2007, 145-146].8

b) Red neumes above or below black neumes
Touliatos [2010, 314-334] claims more than twenty chants in GR-An 2401 to 
have double melodies. !e majority of these chants contain red neumes placed 
above or below the black neumes at various points in the melody. However, there 
is never a continuous melodic red line like in those chants which have really 
got two melodies (Figure 2, p. 81). E.g., GR-An 2401, fol. 90r-v contains the 
second stasis of the Polyeleos, cb,5,FoM$%9T$ &d (>*@e, which Touliatos [2010, 
319] calls «another example of a setting with double melodies: red neumes are 
placed underneath the black neumes». Comparing the setting in GR-An 2401 
with the one in A-Wn !eol. gr. 185, fol. 131v, one can easily see that the red 
neumes only denote melodic variants and de$nitely not a second melodic line.

Figure 2.
First stasis of the Polyeleos (AB%C%/oD#E8+# "F 1G$7H), 
second mode authentic

2a.
GR-An 2401, fol. 90r-v 
(© NATIONAL LIBRARY OF GREECE)

2b.
A-Wn %eol. gr. 185, fol. 131v 
(© NATIONAL LIBRARY OF AUSTRIA)

7. I 4("(D#D$(CCJ&9 8"%& 40K,4( EBE 2458 J&K#,B9 ‘6/9$5+J&"%- "%L"%G M <=/"9- D#D%&5"J$N /JD#, O5&P˙ 
[QR%-] 6/. K‘ S(4=$,%- T&U$‘– V6% R%$%', @//(DC(˙W6/. K‘ S(4=$,%- T&2$’, CX- +GC7Y#, "Z- T&(D$(O[- "%' 
.&%$,(4%' <(/",4%' 40K,4%-, "%' EBE 2061, 8GCO0&5- 6$\- "Z- M6%E#- M K%CJ8",4%- 6$%J<(//# "\ .OLC&,% ] 
^C,8"7R,% "%' (‘ <(/C,4%' 8"7R%G D,_ &_ 6$%`K#=8#, "\& R%$\ 8"\ CJ/%- 4(Z T4%/%L+5- M R%$\- <(/"a& @$R,Y# 
"U& <(/C0K989 "%' T&",O0&%G.

8. b"9& C%G8,4c #4"d/#89 9 #O($C%Dc "9- 6$%(&(O#$+#e8(- +#5$e(- #e&(, 8G&c+9- 8",- G8"#$%fGY(&",&d- 
g(6(K,4d- 4(, h&+%/%De#- i6%G K,(8jY%&"(, C# C#Dk/9 8GR&i"9"( %, i$%, l85 4(, lB5 K,6/(8Ci-. m6,6/d%&, "% 
,8%4$k"9C( 8# Kn% K,(6(8j& 4k"5 (6i "% e8%& "%G cR%G G6%&%#e"(, 8"% "G6,4i o#$%8%/nC5& "%G 1122, i"(& D,( 
"9& <(/CjK989 "%G 8",R9$%n p%f#$\& "\ .C6#8#E& 8# "$e"% cR%, %$eY#"(, i", ‘qO#e/%C#& 4$("#E& T6\ .4 fk+%G-’.

2a.

2b.
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Another example called a ‘double melody’ in Touliatos’ catalogue [2010, 316], 
is the Kekragarion ()*+$ 4161*0b0 in GR-An 2401 (fol. 32r-v). Comparing it 
again with the same chant found in A-Wn !eol. gr. 185, fol. 64v, it becomes 
apparent, that this time A-Wn !eol. gr. 185 includes red neumes to denote 
melodic variations of the melody in GR-An 2401 (Figure 3).

3a.

3b.

Figure 3.
Kekragarion 1L$,# .4J4$(B(, second mode authentic.

3a.
GR-An 2401, fol. 32r-v
(© NATIONAL LIBRARY OF GREECE)

3b.
A-Wn %eol. gr. 185, fol. 64v
(© NATIONAL LIBRARY OF AUSTRIA)

!e koinonikon f<50 g*+9&,J 5$&0FD?$&$ by Manouel Chrysaphes in GR-An 
2401, fol. 186r is suspected to be a double melody by both Touliatos [2010, 325] 
and Antonopoulos [2014, 2, 88], without neither providing any proof for this 
assumption. However, there are only two sections to be found, where Chrysaphes 
puts red neumes under the black ones (see the green boxes in Figure 4). It is not 
clear how the koinonikon could thus have been sung with two voices:

Figure 4.
Koinonikon baC( r$,8"%' C#"(/=f#"# 
by Manouel Chrysaphes, third mode authentic
GR-An 2401, fol. 186r 
(© NATIONAL LIBRARY OF GREECE)
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A setting of the same koinonikon but by Manouel Gazes can be found on 
the same fol. 186r in GR-An 2401: Touliatos [2010, 325] also describes this as 
having a double melody. !ere are de$nitely more red neumes to be found in 
Gazes’ composition than in Chrysaphes’, but still not a continuous red line. 
Furthermore, the same setting is included in ET-MSsc 1566 on fol. 16r-v. As can 
be seen in Figure 5, the version in ET-MSsc 1566 does not show any red neumes 
at all.9 At those sections, where red neumes are inserted in GR-An 2401, the 
Sinai manuscript either uses the same melody or a slight variant. !us, it seems 
that the red neumes in GR-An 2401 also denote parts, where melodic variants 
are applied.

9. %e same goes for GR-AOi 1120 where Gazes’ setting is included on fol. 621r-v and which does not contain any 
red neumes either (the relevant folia were shown to me courtesy of Spyridon Antonopoulos).

5b.
ET-MSsc 1566, fol. 16r-v
(© LIBRARY OF CONGRESS COLLECTION OF MANUSCRIPTS  
IN ST. CATHERINE’S MONASTERY, MT. SINAI)

Figure 5.
baC( r$,8"%' C#"(/=f#"# by Manouel Gazes, 2rst plagal mode

5a. 
GR-An 2401, fol. 186r 
(© NATIONAL LIBRARY OF GREECE)
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!ere are many more such examples to be found in GR-An 2401, which I have all 
checked for the present article. It is therefore safe to conclude that those chants 
that do not show a continuous red line, but only some selected sections with red 
neumes, cannot be counted among the polyphonic chants. On the contrary, the 
red neumes were clearly used to denote melodic variants in these chants. !is 
assumption is supported by another clue, given by the modes of these chants: 
As will be seen below, double melodies so far only occur in the fourth plagal 
mode. !e examples shown above, however, are written in the second and third 
authentic mode, as well as in the $rst plagal mode.

Doubtful examples
However, there are some chants, which cannot be classi$ed to one of the above 
groups with certainty: E.g., the organikon sticheron ABC ?DE&$&0+ 1DF05,3 in 
GR-An 2401, fol. 310r by Manouel Chrysaphes is again described as a double 
melody by Touliatos [2010, 332]:

!e many sections with red neumes (see the green boxes in Figure 6, p. 86) 
together with the fourth plagal mode might lead to the assumption that ABC 
?DE&$&0+ 1DF05,3 could be a double melody. Nevertheless, the sticheron 
cannot be safely declared to have been written for two voices. !ere are several 
sections and even one whole line in the middle without red neumes (see the 
white circles in Figure 6). In which way could these parts have been sung if 
it were indeed a double melody? Would the second voice then have chanted 
the black neumes too or would it have paused? !e ‘real’ double melodies (see 
below) always bring a continuous second line with red neumes even at those 
parts of the melody where both voices sing unisono.
!ere is another setting of ABC ?DE&$&0+ 1DF05,3 by Manouel Gazes in GR-
An 2401 (fol. 310v) which Stathes [2001, 660] and Touliatos [2010, 332] claim 
to be a double melody. !e reason for this assumption lies in the fact that 
there are two signatures given for the chant, one for the fourth authentic 
and one for the fourth plagal mode (see the white circle in Figure 7 below). 
However, there is just one melodic line with black and no second one with red 
neumes; there is also no second setting of ABC ?DE&$&0+ 1DF05,3 following 
the $rst one. Could these two signatures really have been meant to instruct 
the singers to chant the same melody together a $fth apart? No such instances 
are known from the con$rmed double melodies. In such a case, there would 
always follow a second setting of the same chant. Perhaps the two signatures 
were rather meant as a choice, namely that the melody could be sung a $fth 
higher or lower, depending on the singer. A similar example can be found e.g. 
in Akakios’ autograph GR-An 917 on fol. 51r, where a teretismos (i.e. a chant 
on the syllables te-re) shows the signatures of the fourth authentic and fourth 
plagal mode:

Figure 6.
Sticheron sK9 f=6"#"(, 4=/(C%- by Manouel Chrysaphes, fourth plagal mode
GR-An 2401, fol. 310r 
(© NATIONAL LIBRARY OF GREECE)

Figure 7a.
sK9 f=6"#"(, 4=/(C%- by Manouel Gazes, 
fourth authentic and plagal mode
GR-An 2401, fol. 310v 
(© NATIONAL LIBRARY OF GREECE)

Figure 7b.
Teretismos, fourth authentic and plagal mode
GR-An 917, fol. 51r 

(© NATIONAL LIBRARY OF GREECE)
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Another disputed example concerns a section in Akakios Chalkeopoulos’ 
($fteenth/sixteenth century) autograph GR-An 917, which contains two 
settings of the koinonikon !"#$%&$ &'# ()*+,#. !e $rst one named ‘the Bulgara’ 
on fols. 147v-148v is the original composition. On fols. 148v-149v there is a re-
worked version by Akakios. !is is where the confusion seems to start: Touliatos 
[2010, 106] writes that the «[…] Communion chant referred to as the ‘Vulgara/
Bulgara’ on fols. 147r-148v […] is an example of a double melody, which the 
rubric indicates could be named as ‘Frankish’ and ‘organum’». However, this 
rubric on the lower part of fol. 148v does not refer to the Bulgara koinonikon 
on fol. 147v, but of course to the following, re-written version on fol. 149r by 
Akakios (Figures 8 and 9, p. 89).
Now, the setting in Figure 9 is the one suspected to be a double melody [Stathes 
2001, 665 fn. 2010], whereas Touliatos [2010, 106] claims the original setting on 
fol. 147v to be the double-voiced one. 
Having cleared up this confusion the question remains if Akakios’ re-worked 
composition could really have been meant to be chanted by two singers: Akakios 
himself provides a much discussed rubric to his koinonikon (GR-An 917, fol. 
148v), where the words ‘Frankish’ and ‘tenor’ have sometimes been taken as 
proof for the chant to be two-voiced. Indeed, Akakios states that this koinonikon, 
originally called «_ ?,>FMD*0» (i.e. the Bulgarian woman11) was renamed 
«frangikon» (i.e. «Frankish») by the scribe/composer (probably himself) who 
did the ‘schemata’.12 With ‘schemata’ Akakios seems to have meant the notes or 
– in a more literal translation – the ‘$gures’, i.e. the formulas employed, which 
the composer in charge rearranged [Kritikou 2012, 49; Chaldaiakes 2003, 720-
723, 729-732, 737-749]. 
Akakios goes on to explain that this koinonikon is also ‘organikon’ – meaning 
a kind of ‘instrumental vocalization’, which is often used for the singing of so-
called kratemata that consist of nonsense syllables, where the singer imitates a 
musical instrument. Akakios’ further explanations get somewhat hazy, when he 
claims that the text of the chant is joined to or united with the tenor « […] 10K 
W=,# &' 56F,3 hB+,# _#/56#,# &' 1$@5$#, 5i &' &$#O*$ […]». Kritikou [2013, 49] 
interprets this section thus, that 

10. See Stathes’ explanation in fn. 10: «t uK,%- M V4=4,%- r(/4#?6%G/%- 8"\ 6$%9D%LC#&% OL//% "%' 40K,4= 
"%G (=>= 917, ?. 147@) 6#$,JR#, "U 8L&+#89 8"\ 6$5"?"G6% C[ "9& .69D$(OU ‘4%,&5&,4\& .4 "%' 6%/G#/J%G, 
/#D?C#&%& f%G/D=$(’».

11. It was VelimiroviA [1972, 790-796], who discovered three melodies in the Polyeleos, connected with Bulgaria, of 
which one is called ‘%e Bulgarian Woman’. Originally, this melody was ascribed to Ioannes Glykys, and from late 
sixteenth century onwards to Ioannes Koukouzeles, who is said to have been of Bulgarian descent. It is assumed, 
that the name Bulgara goes back to a melodic formula in the chant that seems to imitate a kind of Bulgarian lament 
[see the description and analysis in Toncheva 2007, 58-88; see also Kritikou 193-194; for an extensive bibliography 
on the subject see Chaldaiakes 2003, 134-140].

12. «T\ ()"\ 4%,&5&,4\& ^ f%G/D=$( C#"%&%C(8+#E8( O$=D4,4%& 6($_ "%' 6%,%'&"%- "_ 8R2C("(.»

Figure 8.
Beginning of the koinonikon  
hv&#E"# "\& 1L$,%&, called ‘the Bulgara’,  
2rst authentic mode.
GR-An 917, fol. 147v 
(© NATIONAL LIBRARY OF GREECE)

Figure 9.
Beginning of the koinonikon  
hv&#E"# "\& 1L$,%& by Akakios Chalkeopoulos,  
re-named «frangikon» and «organikon»,  
2rst authentic mode.
GR-An 917, fol. 149r 
(© NATIONAL LIBRARY OF GREECE)

8.

9.
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[…] Akakios probably could be considered as the $rst of a group of musical writers who 
suggest a more or less Western type of analysis of the notation, with a ‘transformation of 
the shapes’, i.e., the theseis, to ‘text’, i.e., in a form much more simple». 

One has to bear in mind, though, that the Western term tenor is usually not 
employed in Byzantine chant. 
Kritikou [2013, 49] also writes that this passage should e'ectively exclude any 
notion that the koinonikon was meant to be sung by two persons, because 
Akakios states:

!e $rst and great master should sing by himself alone and without accompaniment and 
alone he should chant the tenor, there where it is asked for, that is to say, he should leave 
the text and chant the tenor and then again to leave the tenor to get back to the text.13 

Wolfram [2020] likewise explains this section thus, that the best singer should 
chant the higher register with the help of the meaningless syllables, i.e. without 
the text and then go on to change between text and vocalises. 
!erefore, the koinonikon cannot have been meant to be double-voiced, as 
the best singer has to chant the probably more di#cult tenor parts alone. In 
Figure 10 (p. 90) two instances indicated with a white circle can be seen, where 
the word +,-./01 (i.e. be careful, pay attention) is written in the margin. !is 
command seems to be caused by the leap of an octave upwards in the melody. 
However, both times the melody after this leap is the same.
Kritikou [2018, 198] comes to the same conclusion, that the ‘text’ and the ‘tenor’ 
parts might be indicated at those points where +,-./01 is written in the margin. 
A more detailed explanation of the meaning of tenor, apart from the melody 
moving an octave upward, has not been found yet. Kritikou states that «[…] the 
indication ‘Frankish’ is probably used here in relation to the term tenor, which 
apparently relates to an unknown practice in Byzantine composition as a term 
of Western origin.» One fact though seems to be clear: the term tenor here does 
not indicate a chant with a double melody.

c) Chants with double melodies 
Excluding the above shown examples, the following chants in manuscripts until 
the $fteenth century can now be securely described as having double melodies 
[Stathes 2001, 659-660]:

1. GR-An 2401, fol. 328r-v: Manouel Gazes: !"#$%&$ &'# ()*+,# [Conomos 1982, 8; Stathes 
2001, 661; Adamis 1972, 738; Gheorghi%& 2018, 340, 346-349]: this chant also appears in 
GR-An 904, fol. 241v-242r) (fourteenth/$fteenth centuries);

13. «[…] &_ "\ <=//3 M 6$a"%- 4(Z CJD(- "#R&7"9- C?&%- "%G K7R5- 8G&"$%O7( 4(Z C?&%- "%G &_ 4=C&3 4(Z "\ 
"#&?$# #v- "\& "?6%& w6%G "\ Y9"X, xD%G& &_ TO2&3 "\ 4#7C#&%& 4(Z &_ 4=C&3 "\ "#&?$# 4(Z 6=/,& &_ TO2&3 "\ 
"#&?$# &=’$R#"(, 8"\ 4#7C#&%&W».

Figure 10.
GR-An 917, fol. 149r-v 
(© NATIONAL LIBRARY OF GREECE)
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2. GR-An 2401, fol. 216v: Manouel Gazes: !"#$%&$ &'# ()*+,# [Alexandru 2017, 355: $gure 
7.23.a.; Conomos 1982, 9; Stathes 2001, 660; Gheorghi%& 2018, 340, 342-345];

3. GR-An 2401, fol. 30v: Manouel Gazes: 7 89:50&,3 ;)9+3 &<# =$*,>?@5. jM+$, kM+$, kM+$, 
&*+9DM+$ ()*+$ [Stathes 2001, 659];

4. GR-AOdo 315, fol. 66v: Ioannes Plousiadenos (ca. 1429-1500): !"#$%&$ &'# ()*+,# [Conomos 
1982, 5: transcription; Stathes 2001, 670; Gheorghi%& 2018, 340];

5. GR-AOdo 315, fol. 67r: Ioannes Plousiadenos: - ./*0123 456 [Stathes 2001, 671: facsimile; 
Gheorghi%& 2018, 340, 350];

6. GR-An 2401, fol. 329r: Nikolaos Protopsaltes (before 1453): ABC ?DE&$&0+ 1DF05,3 
[Touliatos 2010, 333; Stathes 2001, 660];

7. GR-AOi 975 (autograph of Manouel Chrysaphes), fol. 270r: Manouel Chrysaphes: l)$+ &,J 
m0=0*@,> &N# 9+/EH# [Stathes 2001, 661]. 

For all the chants mentioned in the list above transcriptions will be provided 
below, the only exception being Chrysaphes’ l)$+ &,J m0=0*@,> &N# 9+/EH#, as 
no scan of this composition was available.14 !e transcriptions are rendered very 
simple and without any rhythmic di'erentiation on purpose, so that the main 
emphasis lies on the melodic line itself, which is thus made easily discernible.

14. yL#, "%' z(R($7%G "U& 8,562& in the fourth authentic mode by Manouel Chrysaphes is also included in A-Wn 
Suppl. gr. 110, fol. 159v, which does not exhibit a second melody.

Legend to the transcriptions
a) green squares = parallel 2fths
b) blue squares = parallel fourths
c) orange squares = unisono parts
d) purple circles = part crossings
e) light blue circles = countermovement
(© FOR ALL TRANSCRIPTIONS: NINA MARIA WANEK)

Figure 11a. 
Manouel Gazes: 
hv&#E"# "\& 1L$,%&
GR-An 2401, fol. 328r-v
(© NATIONAL LIBRARY OF GREECE)

Figure 11b. 
Manouel Gazes: hv&#E"# "\& 1L$,%& (GR-An 2401, fol. 328r)
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Figure 12a. 
Manouel Gazes: hv&#E"# "\& 1L$,%&:
GR-An 2401, fol. 216v 
(© NATIONAL LIBRARY OF GREECE)

Figure 12b. 
Manouel Gazes: hv&#E"# "\& 1L$,%& (GR-An 2401, fol. 216v)
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Figure 13a.
Manouel Gazes: { T80C("%- OL8,- "a& R#$%Gf7C. |D,#, }D,#, }D,#, "$,8=D,# 1L$,#:
GR-An 2401, fol. 30v 
(© NATIONAL LIBRARY OF GREECE)

Figure 13b. 
Manouel Gazes: { T80C("%- OL8,- "a& R#$%Gf7C. |D,#, }D,#, }D,#, "$,8=D,# 1L$,# 
(GR-An 2401, fol. 30v)
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Figure 14a. 
Ioannes Plousiadenos (ca. 1429-1500): hv&#E"# "\& 1L$,%&:
GR-AOdo 315, fol. 66v
IMAGE TAKEN WITH KIND PERMISSION FROM STATHES 2001, 670.

Figure 14b. 
Ioannes Plousiadenos (ca. 1429-1500): hv&#E"# "\& 1L$,%& (GR-AOdo 315, fol. 66v)
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Figure 15a. 
Ioannes Plousiadenos: t >5$(4~- .CJ:
GR-AOdo 315, fol. 67r
IMAGE TAKEN WITH KIND PERMISSION FROM STATHES 2001, 671.

Figure 15b. 
Ioannes Plousiadenos: t >5$(4~- .CJ (GR-AOdo 315, 67r)
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Figure 16. 
Nikolaos Protopsaltes: sK9 f=6"#"(, 4=/(C%-:
GR-An 2401, fol. 329r 
(© NATIONAL LIBRARY OF GREECE)

Figure 16b. 
Nikolaos Protopsaltes: sK9 f=6"#"(, 4=/(C%- (GR-An 2401, fol. 329r)
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Analysis
!e above shown chants with double melodies have all got the following common 
characteristics [cf. Adamis 1972, 739-740; Gheorghi%& 2018, 354-355]:
– !ey are written either in the fourth mode authentic and/or plagal. If both 

of these modes are employed, then the upper voice is in the fourth authentic 
mode;

– they exhibit a continuous line of red neumes together with the main line of 
black neumes. !e only exceptions are Plousiadenos’ - ./*0123 456 (GR-
AOdo 315, fol. 67r) and Chrysaphes’ l)$+ &,J m0=0*@,> &N# 9+/EH# (GR-AOi 
975, fol. 270r) which bring the two melodies in two separate settings one 
after the other;

– although there are two voices, the overall impression of the chants is that of 
two horizontal melodic lines as the vertical harmony is a very simple one;

– a great portion of the chants is made up by unisono parts;
– the melodies show frequent occurrence of countermovement, primarily in 

transitions between the sections of parallel $fths. !ese are also the parts 
which show mostly dissonant intervals (seconds, tritone);

– they employ the technique of part crossings;
– the favoured interval is the perfect $fth: thus, the melody mostly moves in 

parallel $fths;
– other parallel intervals are thirds, fourths, $fths, and octaves;
– cadences are mostly on the tonics of the fourth mode, i.e. g and d;
– great rhythmical conformity between both voices: e.g. Adamis [1972, 740] 

counted in Gazes’ !"#$%&$ &'# ()*+,# (GR-An 2401, fol. 328r-v and 904, fol. 
241v-242r) ca. eleven di'erences in rhythmical signs between the two voices;

– big leaps up to a sixth and even an octave can occur;
– the chants employ some characteristic formulas, but not the whole chants 

are made up of formulas;
– they were meant for soloists resp. very skilled singers and not for a choir;
– the readability cannot have been good for the singer: the red neumes are very 

small and often covered by the great signs; thus, if the singers had not known 
their melody mostly by heart, it would probably have been quite di#cult to 
perform these chants.

Gheorghi%& [2018, 354] comes to a similar conclusion, when he writes about the 
characteristics of these chants: 

With regards to the vertical-harmonic plane, the type of polyphony present in the koinonika 
of the two Byzantine composers is evidently archaic. Its essential characteristics are 
parallelism and the alternation between moments of identity and dispersion (the principle 
is evidently heterophonic). !e note-against-note texture encourages compositional 

techniques that are common to the primitive organum (parallel $fths, fourths and octaves/ 
unison), to the cantus gemellus (parallel thirds) and to the faux–bourdon (parallel thirds 
and sixths). Sometimes even parallel seconds and sevenths are present […].

Regarding the modes and further instructions to the performance of the chants, 
it is mostly the rubrics and/or hints in the margins of the folia that provide 
the necessary information: !us, the heading for Gazes’ !"#$%&$ &'# ()*+,# in 
GR-An 2401 (fol. 328r-v) reads as follows: «n' &,+,J&,# 1,+#/#+1'# oDFF,># 
&' B),, X $p3 &q 50J*0 $"3 ]=,# B´, X LFF,3 &q 1O11+#0 $"3 ]=,# EF. Br» (!is 
koinonikon is sung by two, one [sings] the black in the fourth mode authentic, 
the other the red ones in the fourth plagal mode)15. !e same goes for the other 
koinonikon by Gazes (GR-An 2401, fol. 216v), where the black line is again 
in the fourth authentic, and the red line in the fourth plagal mode. Nikolaos 
Protopsaltes (GR-An 2401, fol. 329r) only gives the instruction that his ABC 
?DE&$&0+ 1DF05,3 is in the fourth mode authentic and the lower voice, which he 
calls the ‘ison’ (i.e. the same), should be sung in the fourth plagal mode.
For Plousiadenos’ !"#$%&$ &'# ()*+,# (GR-AOdo 315, fol. 66v) only the martyria 
(i.e. the sign for the mode) of the fourth plagal mode for both voices is given, 
but an interesting information is added: this chant has a «double melody 
according to the Latins’ chanting» (s+EF,J# 56F,3 10&q &N# &<# 4F0&@#/# 
o0F&+1H#). Plousiadenos thus provides the proof that a two-voiced melody is 
indeed intended here in imitation of Western style chanting.
Western in(uence can also be detected in the use of the word ‘tenor’ by 
Plousiadenos and Manouel Chrysaphes: for his - ./*0123 456 (GR-AOdo 315, 
fol. 67r) Plousiadenos writes that it should be sung by two domestikoi. "ile one 
chants the text in the plagal fourth, the tenor uses the fourth authentic mode 
(«n' 1$@5$#,# ]=,3 EF. B´, &, &$#:*$+ ]=,3 B´ […] - 0R&'3 9&@=,3 oDFF$&0+ tE' 
B), B,5$9&@1/# X5,J 10K F6M$+ X $p3 &' 1$@5$#,# 10K X LFF,3 &' &$#:*$+»). !e 
term tenor for the higher voice was thus clearly part of Plousiadenos’ musical 
vocabulary, having most probably come in contact with the word through the 
Venetians. Gheorghi%& [2018, 354] similarly states:

"at is more exciting is the reference to the ‘tenor’, a term that did not exist in the 
vocabulary of Byzantine music and which Plousiadinos undoubtedly borrowed from 
contemporary Western music, in which it de$ned a cantus $rmus. Belonging to a di'erent 
sonorous universe, with a distinct cultural, religious and artistic inheritance, Plousiadinos 
advances the concept in a manner that was probably foreign to the world of Byzantine 
music, but one that was, nevertheless, rooted in his profound knowledge – as well as lived 
experience – of the Veneto-Cretan liturgical world. 

15. %e same koinonikon in GR-An 904, fol. 241v-242r bears the same reading: �_ 4?44,&( /JD%&"(, QR%- 6/. K�, 
"_ K[ C('$( /JD%&"(, QR%- K�.
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!e word tenor can also be found in Chrysaphes’ autograph GR-AOi 975, where 
he writes on fol. 270r (l)$+ &,J m0=0*@,> &N# 9+/EH#) that the tenor should 
sing the red neumes. As seen in the above examples, the other composers usually 
employed the red neumes for the lower voice, whereas Chrysaphes here uses 
them for the tenor. Conomos’ explanation [1982, 10] seems plausible, when he 
writes about the modes in these chants as follows:

[…] when the scribes indicate mode 4 authentic and mode 4 plagal, they were merely 
informing the two singers that their starting notes were a $fth apart. My belief is that all 
the compositions are essentially in the fourth authentic […] the construction of the chants 
compares favourably with other melismatic communions of the fourth mode […] none of 
the chants resembles the psalmodic repertory of communions in the fourth plagal mode 
[…] it is extremely unlikely that a Byzantine composer, writing virtually the same chant 
a $fth apart would expect two performers to execute it simultaneously in two di'erent 
modes, and extremely unlikely that it could in fact be done.

Looking at the two melodic lines in these chants, it is apparent that they do not 
di'er much regarding their formulas or their range of notes: As d and g are 
used by both the authentic and the plagal fourth, there does not seem a great 
modal di'erence between the two voices. !erefore, it seems that Conomos is 
right in saying that the signatures of the two modes denote the beginning and 
the ending, as well as the cadenzas and the big intervallic leaps such as $fths 
and octaves. However, Adamis [1993, 66] disagrees with Conomos’ view on the 
modes and on seeing the chants only as re(ections and imitations of Western 
practice. In his opinion the writing is contrapuntal enough to maintain the 
characteristics of the mode each voice belongs to.16 
Regarding the structure of these chants, the !"#$%&$ &'# ()*+,#-compositions 
by Gazes and Plousiadenos resemble that of other Byzantine koinonika-settings, 
i.e. with the $rst part consisting of the two hemistichs !"#$%&$ &'# ()*+,# and 41 
&<# ,R*0#<#, and the second one of the refrain Alleluia. "ereas the $rst two 
words !"#$%&$ &'# are set to music quite syllabically, the next words show long 
melismata at 23,456, as well as on &<# and ,R*0#<#. !e second part is a highly 
melismatic rendering of the refrain with all the stylistic and artistic freedom 
the vocalises on the meaningless syllables could provide [cf. Adamis 1972, 739; 
Gheorghi%& 2018, 351-352].

16. Katy Romanou [2017, 28-30] comes to an altogether di1erent conclusion, which I 2nd interesting, but do not 
share due to Plousiadenos’ statement that he composed his hv&#E"# (GR-AOdo 315, fol. 66v) in imitation of the 
Latin chant (see above): «Greek investigators of the diploun melos consider it a Western in&uence at the Greek 
areas that were under Latin dominance. But both Cretans and Cypriots were during the Venetian dominance in 
contact with the most advanced styles of Western music. Western in&uence could not result, at that time, to parallel 
fourths. Another suggestion is that the dipla mele were in&uenced by the cantus planus binatim, a practice of the 
North Italian mendicant monks in the fourteenth to early sixteenth century. %is again seems to me not much 
probable because of the introversion of those monks. Having in mind Husmann’s description of the organum he 
heard in Syria, one may ask whether the Greek manuscripts of dipla mele show a Western in&uence not on the 
music itself, but on the rationalisation, measurement and notation of an old oral tradition».

Plousiadenos’ composition of - ./*0123 456 is di'erent in appearance from 
the koinonika-settings. Above all, it is the one where the two voices are not 
written one beneath the other, but in two separate settings. It is also much 
shorter than the koinonika described above, as the melody is quite syllabic with 
only a few short melismata. Furthermore, there are more dissonances in the 
melodic line here than in the other chants: perhaps it was more di#cult to put 
the two melodies together when not writing them below each other? Overall, - 
./*0123 456 gives the impression, as if Plousiadenos were trying out polyphonic 
writing in the Western style for the $rst time. His !"#$%&$ seems much more 
accomplished and surer in putting two voices together. Nikolaos Protopsaltes’ 
ABC ?DE&$&0+ 1DF05,3 is similar to - ./*0123 456, as it is also notated in two 
separate settings one after the other and that it is quite short and syllabic. 
Taking into account all the above shown chants, Gazes’ 7 89:50&,3 ;)9+3 &<# 
=$*,>?@5. jM+$, kM+$, kM+$, &*+9DM+$ ()*+$ is the most kalophonic, melismatic 
composition of all. Gazes seems to have brought the Byzantine polyphonic style, 
if we can speak of such, to perfection here. Adamis too writes about Gazes (in 
regard to his koinonikon): «!e contrapuntal treatment […], showing deftness 
of technique and a sense of economy in the musical structure and its proportions, 
indicates an exceptional compositorial capacity in Gazis».
However, the compositional style and technique employed in these two-part 
compositions are viewed controversially: Conomos [1982, 10], who transcribed 
the above-mentioned koinonika by Gazes and Plousiadenos as well as - ./*0123 
456, comes to the conclusion that

 […] all four pieces, though polyphonic, are not contrapuntal but homophonic and 
homorhythmic. Except for some very isolated instances contrary motion, the two melodic 
lines in each piece travel along identical paths and are, for all practical purposes, the same.

I agree with Conomos regarding the homophonic and homorhythmic quality 
of the pieces. However, regarding the technique of contrary motion, it is easily 
discernible in the above examples that especially Gazes’ chants show more than 
a few instances of countermovement. 

«Simple» polyphony
However, elaborate or not, all the above compositions fall in the realm of what is 
generally termed ‘simple’ or ‘early polyphony’, but for which more than twenty 
‘termini’ are used in the relevant literature [Bent 1989, 33-42]. Gheorghi%& 
[2018, 351] also states that 

[…] it must be noted that we are dealing with a type of archaic polyphonic chants, in two parts 
(two voices), in a punctus contra punctum texture (a note-against-note style), in which the 
two melodic lines are involved in homophonic and preponderantly isorhythmic movements.
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!e kind of polyphony employed by the Byzantine composers is sometimes 
compared to the so-called Cantus Planus binatim [Gallo 1989b, 13-30; Lingas 
2006, 147-148]. Lingas [2006, 146-147] e.g. writes about these examples of 
Byzantine two-part singing: 

At $rst these were viewed as isolated compositional experiments by Latinophiles, but it 
has become increasingly clear that they represent written traces of the adoption by several 
prominent Byzantine musicians including Manouel Chrysaphes […] of contemporary 
Western forms of simple and usually improvised chant-based polyphony sometimes called 
cantus planus binatim.

However, I think the polyphony of the Byzantine chants can be compared 
more easily to any kind of the so-called simple or early polyphony in the West 
which already started in the tenth/eleventh centuries than to the cantus planus 
binatim. !e settings by Gazes and Plousiadenos show many characteristics of 
e.g. the so-called ‘free and contrary’ organum of the eleventh century, where 
contrary motion began to appear alongside parallel motion in $fths, fourths 
or even thirds and where the two parts frequently cross [Reckow and Roesner 
2001, online]. Looking at the following $gure with a two-voiced setting of the 
Western kyrie Cunctipotens genitor from the anonymous eleventh century-
treatise Ad organum faciendum, one can discern similar components such as 
countermovement, parallel fourths, $fths and octaves etc., as in the Byzantine 
double-voiced parts [Eggebrecht-Zaminer 1970, 16-17]:

Finally, putting the most characteristic features of all the chants in question 
together once more, the overview looks like this:

Table 1. 
Synoptic comparison of the chants with double melodies.

Gazes: 
ǹੁȞİĲİ 328r

Gazes:  
ǹੁȞİĲİ 216v

Gazes:  
�ਕıȫȝĮĲȠȢ�
ĳȪıȚȢ

Plousiadenos: 
ǹੁȞİĲİ

Plousiadenos: 
�ਦȦȡĮțઅȢ�ਥȝȑ

Nikolaos P.:  
įȘ�ȕȐʌĲİĲĮȚ�
țȐȜĮȝȠȢ�

Mode authentic 
and plagal 
fourth

authentic and 
plagal fourth

authentic 
fourth

plagal fourth authentic and 
plagal fourth

authentic and 
plagal fourth

Beginning perfect 2fth perfect 2fth unison perfect fourth perfect 2fth perfect 2fth

Ending perfect 2fth perfect fourth perfect 2fth perfect 2fth perfect 2fth perfect 2fth

Parallel 
fifths

Parallel 
fourths

BC BC

Counter-
movement

BC BC

Part 
crossing

BC

Unison 
parts

hardly any

Other 
remarks

- Simpler  
and shorter 
than the other 
!"#$%&$-setting  
by Gazes

- Long unison 
section at the 
beginning, 
afterwards 
gets quite 
complex

- Simpler than 
Gazes’ !"#$%&$  
(fol. DEFv).

- '()*+,# 
-.*+/ 01&2 &3# 
&4# 5*1&6#7# 
81*&(09#.

- E separate 
settings one 
after the other.

- More 
dissonances 
than in the 
other chants.

- E separate 
settings one 
after the other. 
Dissonances like 
in Plousiadenos’ 
setting.

- Use of the  
red neumes is 
not clear, seems 
unlikely that three 
voices were meant 
to be sung –  
too dissonant.

Figure 17.
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Historical matters
!e issue of the blossoming of the Byzantine chant in Sicily has been raised and 
studied for many decades by now, either by scholars or amateurs. It is indeed 
outstanding to $nd out that a repertoire of oral traditional liturgical chants is 
still cultivated at the present time in the Arbëreshe communities of Sicily, since 
the second half of the $fteenth century. !e matter of the historical development 
and the constitution of the main features of such a musical tradition has been 
for years open to debate due to its signi$cant complexity, along with the lack 
of a thorough description of its internal organization, subject which has never 
been addressed before the appearance of the present study.1
!e ‘birth’ – so to speak – of such ‘regional’ oral musical idiom occurred in the 
same century in which, among other historical events, Cardinal Bessarion made 
the attempt to restore the Basilian monasticism, by hiring the Greek scholar 
and grammarian Constantine Lascaris to revive the study of Greek in Sicily 
and Calabria [Cf. Lavagnini 1963, 46-47]. At that time, many settlements of 
Albanian-speaking colonies were established in southern Italy and, therefore, 
in Sicily, in the aftermath of the Fall of Constantinople. More speci$cally, after 
the conquests of Durrës and Peloponnese, numerous, successive migrations 
followed,2 especially as a result of the death of the Albanian national hero George 
Castriot (1405-1468), known as Skanderbeg, who had led a massive rebellion 
against the Ottoman Empire and the Siege of Coron (25,768, Peloponnese, 
then called ‘Morea’), in 1532-1534. Because of the hostile atmosphere, the 
Albanians and the Epirotes3 found a safe shelter in southern Italy and Sicily, 
at that time under the Crown of Aragon. In fact, between 1440 and 1448, 
the Albanian nobleman Demetrio Reres – most likely related to the Castriot 
family – was convened by Alfonso 9 of Aragon (called ‘the Magnanimous’) in 
order to create a troop of soldiers and suppress a rebellion organized against 

1. %e author refers to his PhD dissertation, cf. Sanfratello 2017.

2. About seven main migrations occurred in 2fteenth-eighteenth centuries. Cf. Vaccaro 1994, 7.

3. Coming from Himarë, the historical region neighbouring the Albanian municipality of Vlorë to the north, 
extending down to Cape of Gjuhëz to the west, south-eastwards across Delvinë, in the area of the so-called 
Acroceraunian mountains, to the farther down territory facing the island of Corfu. Cf. Giunta 1984, 25.

Giuseppe Sanfratello

Byzantine Chant in the Sicilian-Albanian Colonies  
since the Time of Bessarion

All in all, the chants by Gazes appear more elaborate than those by Plousiadenos 
and Nikolaos Protopsaltes. But all the compositions discussed here resemble the 
free organum as found in e.g. the above shown Milanese treatise Ad organum 
faciendum from the eleventh century with its parallel $fths and fourths, octaves, 
counter-movement, parts crossing etc. !e composers could very easily have 
heard this simple polyphony having had close contacts with Crete: Manouel 
Gazes (ed from Constantinople to Crete and will have come into contact with 
Western music there. Also Chrysaphes is known to have spent some time in 
Crete and Ioannes Plousiadenos was already born in Crete and had the most 
direct contact with Western music having spent two decades in Italy, mostly in 
Venice.
!ese Byzantine chants are de$nitely polyphonic in outline, albeit in a simple 
way and preserving their horizontal melodic outline. Probably the composers did 
not have in mind anything more elaborate: theirs was an experiment, how they 
could imitate the Western sound of chanting without giving up their notation 
nor their compositional style: An imitation of the accord of two voices where 
each voice has its own melody, although the two melodic lines are dependent 
on each other. 
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Nel 1468 il cardinale Bessarione ha donato alla città 
di Venezia la sua preziosa e ricchissima raccolta di 
codici, nucleo originario della Biblioteca nazionale 
Marciana. Per celebrarne il cinquecentocinquantesimo 
anniversario si è ideata, grazie al coordinamento di 
diverse istituzioni nazionali e internazionali, una 
importante serie di eventi (Anno bessarioneo 2018) 
pensati per un pubblico diversi!cato: studenti delle 
scuole superiori, universitari, ricercatori specialisti, 
operatori interessati alla storia della biblioteca e 
della cultura rinascimentale, artisti. La Fondazione 
Levi ne ha curato il versante della musica, con un 
programma articolato in un ciclo di conferenze – 
sui codici bessarionei con notazione bizantina, sui 
suoi manoscritti di teoria musicale greca contenenti 
l’esposizione della notazione antica e immagini 
eleganti in grado di rendere chiari concetti complessi 
– e in un convegno internazionale (10 e 11 novembre 
2018). Attraverso gli esiti inediti di ricerche recenti 
vi si propone un aggiornamento delle conoscenze 
su aspetti storici, estetici, evolutivi, e interpretativi 
della musica bizantina, anche retti!cando 
fraintendimenti di"usi. Il convegno, che si è avvalso 
della collaborazione del Gruppo internazionale di 
ricerca sulla musica bizantina (#$%&) della Fondazione 
Levi, sostenuto con borse di studio e pubblicazioni 
scienti!che, è integrato da un concerto con brani 
emblematici dei temi trattati, spettacolarmente 
inquadrati nella loro rete di riferimenti con le icone 
della Pala d’oro di San Marco.

In 1468 Cardinal Bessarion donated his precious and 
rich collection of codices, which was the original 
nucleus of the Biblioteca nazionale Marciana, to the 
city of Venice. 'anks to the collaboration between 
di"erent national and international institutions, to 
celebrate the !ve hundred and !fty year anniversary 
an important series of events (Anno bessarioneo 2018) 
were created for a wide-ranging public: students from 
high schools and universities, specialized researchers, 
operators interested in the history of the library 
and cultural Rennaissance, and artists. 'e Levi 
Foundation has overseen the musical aspect, with 
programmes articulated in a series of conferences –  
on the Bessarion codices with Byzantine notations, 
on his manuscripts on Greek music theory containing 
the exposition of ancient notations and elegant 
illustrations that clarify complex concepts – and an 
international conference (November 10 and 11, 2018). 
Given the !ndings of recent, unpublished research, 
we are putting forth an update of the information 
collected on the historical, aesthetic, evolutionary, and 
interpretive aspects of Byzantine music, and a revision 
of the misinterpretations that are, unfortunately, 
widespread. 'e conference – in collaboration with 
the International research group on Byzantine music 
(#$%&) headed by the Levi Foundation, and sustained 
by grants and scienti!c publications – includes a 
concert with emblematic works based on the themes 
discussed, spectacularly outlined in their reference 
network with icons of the Golden Pall of San Marco.
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Nel 1468 il cardinale Bessarione ha donato alla città 
di Venezia la sua preziosa e ricchissima raccolta di 
codici, nucleo originario della Biblioteca nazionale 
Marciana. Per celebrarne il cinquecentocinquantesimo 
anniversario si è ideata, grazie al coordinamento di 
diverse istituzioni nazionali e internazionali, una 
importante serie di eventi (Anno bessarioneo 2018) 
pensati per un pubblico diversi!cato: studenti delle 
scuole superiori, universitari, ricercatori specialisti, 
operatori interessati alla storia della biblioteca e 
della cultura rinascimentale, artisti. La Fondazione 
Levi ne ha curato il versante della musica, con un 
programma articolato in un ciclo di conferenze – 
sui codici bessarionei con notazione bizantina, sui 
suoi manoscritti di teoria musicale greca contenenti 
l’esposizione della notazione antica e immagini 
eleganti in grado di rendere chiari concetti complessi 
– e in un convegno internazionale (10 e 11 novembre 
2018). Attraverso gli esiti inediti di ricerche recenti 
vi si propone un aggiornamento delle conoscenze 
su aspetti storici, estetici, evolutivi, e interpretativi 
della musica bizantina, anche retti!cando 
fraintendimenti di"usi. Il convegno, che si è avvalso 
della collaborazione del Gruppo internazionale di 
ricerca sulla musica bizantina (#$%&) della Fondazione 
Levi, sostenuto con borse di studio e pubblicazioni 
scienti!che, è integrato da un concerto con brani 
emblematici dei temi trattati, spettacolarmente 
inquadrati nella loro rete di riferimenti con le icone 
della Pala d’oro di San Marco.

In 1468 Cardinal Bessarion donated his precious and 
rich collection of codices, which was the original 
nucleus of the Biblioteca nazionale Marciana, to the 
city of Venice. 'anks to the collaboration between 
di"erent national and international institutions, to 
celebrate the !ve hundred and !fty year anniversary 
an important series of events (Anno bessarioneo 2018) 
were created for a wide-ranging public: students from 
high schools and universities, specialized researchers, 
operators interested in the history of the library 
and cultural Rennaissance, and artists. 'e Levi 
Foundation has overseen the musical aspect, with 
programmes articulated in a series of conferences –  
on the Bessarion codices with Byzantine notations, 
on his manuscripts on Greek music theory containing 
the exposition of ancient notations and elegant 
illustrations that clarify complex concepts – and an 
international conference (November 10 and 11, 2018). 
Given the !ndings of recent, unpublished research, 
we are putting forth an update of the information 
collected on the historical, aesthetic, evolutionary, and 
interpretive aspects of Byzantine music, and a revision 
of the misinterpretations that are, unfortunately, 
widespread. 'e conference – in collaboration with 
the International research group on Byzantine music 
(#$%&) headed by the Levi Foundation, and sustained 
by grants and scienti!c publications – includes a 
concert with emblematic works based on the themes 
discussed, spectacularly outlined in their reference 
network with icons of the Golden Pall of San Marco.
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